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TotaLand’s Streamlined Arc Revolutionary Patent-Pending Architecture: TotaLand Transforms Land 

Management Systems 

[Lafayette, LA] – TotaLand, a leading innovator in land management software, is proud about its 

groundbreaking patent-pending architecture that redefine the way land professionals work with 

databases. This cutting-edge technology eliminates the limitations of existing tract-based and lease-

based systems, offering an entirely new and more efficient approach to land management. 

Traditional land management systems often require dealing with repeated data, which can be time-

consuming and cumbersome. TotaLand's patent-pending table structure eradicates this issue, enabling 

professionals to swiftly locate and access the precise information they need without the hassle of 

redundant data entry. The result is a more streamlined and productive workflow for landmen and 

organizations alike. 

TotaLand's Virtual Office offers a comprehensive suite of features that empowers users to manage tracts 

and ownership, create executable documents, process payments and reports, update notes and statuses, 

generate run sheets and abstracts, and access interactive GIS maps. What makes this system truly 

groundbreaking is that it can be accessed from anywhere in the world. As a secure cloud application, 

TotaLand requires no initial purchase or installation, and there are no long-term commitments. Users 

simply pay a flat monthly license fee, providing unparalleled flexibility and cost-effectiveness. 

Whether you are an independent landman, part of a brokerage, or work with brokerages, TotaLand's 

innovative architecture brings consistency, control, and cost-effectiveness to your operations. By 

harnessing the power of TotaLand's software, land professionals can streamline their processes and 

make more informed decisions, ultimately enhancing their efficiency and effectiveness. 

"We are proud of our revolutionary architecture to the land management industry," said Chris Jackson, 

Director of Information Technology at TotaLand. "Our goal is to provide land professionals with the most 

advanced and user-friendly tools to excel in their field. TotaLand's Virtual Office is a game-changer, 

enabling users to operate seamlessly from anywhere while saving time and resources." 

TotaLand invites professionals in the land management sector to explore the benefits of this pioneering 

software. Experience the transformation it can bring to your daily operations and see why TotaLand is 

recognized as the premier landman software available. 

To experience the power of TotaLand for yourself, sign up for our free trial by visiting 

https://www.totaland.com/Trial   It's the perfect opportunity to see how TotaLand can save you time and 

money in your field land work. 

To learn more about TotaLand and experience the future of field land work for yourself, visit 

https://www.totaland.com or contact us at info@totalandenergy.com 

About TotaLand: TotaLand is a leading software platform for land management in the energy sector. With 

a commitment to innovation and efficiency, TotaLand provides powerful tools that help professionals 

streamline their operations and improve communication with clients. TotaLand is trusted by energy 

companies of all sizes to manage their land assets effectively. 


